Evaluation of the solubility and emulsifying property of soybean proglycinin and rapeseed procruciferin in relation to structure modified by protein engineering.
The presence or absence of a highly negatively charged extension region in beta-conglycinin (J. Agric. Food Chem. 1999, 47, 5278) and the length of a highly negatively charged variable region IV in glycinin (J. Agric. Food Chem. 2004, 52, 8197) are important determinants of solubility and emulsifying property. To examine the effects of the variable region IV from proglycinin A1aB1b and A3B4 and of the extension region from beta-conglycinin alpha' (alpha'ext) on solubility and emulsifying properties in detail, several mutants of proglycinin, procruciferin, and beta-conglycinin were designed and prepared in Escherichia coli. Nine out of 10 mutants were expressed at high levels in E. coli and shown to be homotrimer similar to the wild types as assessed by gel filtration. The position of the introduced negatively charged region as well as the amino acid composition were demonstrated to affect solubility at mu = 0.08. All of the proglycinin, procruciferin, and beta-conglycinin mutants with the alpha'ext in the C-terminus, especially the proglycinin mutant, exhibited excellent emulsifying ability and emulsion stability. These indicate that improvement of emulsifying properties by insertion of the alpha'ext in the C-terminus may be generally applicable to seed globulins.